
Project partner ECF has worked in Brussels and across Europe to deliver the message and to promote the use of bikes, e-bikes 
and cargobikes for delivery. “We recently had a visit from a Commission official who told us that Berlin based cycle producers 
have the goal to sell 100,000 ebikes per year,”said ECF project manager Randy Rzewnicki. “Nantes Mayor Johanna Rolland 
introduces our latest report saying that 10,000 more ebikes were delivered to la Poste. It’s important to know that these were 
also produced in France. Cycling means jobs, and it’s great for the economy.”

Help in development of e-bike delivery  - PRO-E-BIKE tools and documents 

PRO-E-BIKE recently published a document for city administrations, national policy makers, and anyone considering a move 
to employ cycle logistics. “A NEW MOVE FOR BUSINESS: Electric Cycle Logistics in European cities” outlines the major 
learning points and success factors, and sets out nine recommendations for the most successful implementation. A NEW MOVE 
FOR BUSINESS: Electric Cycle Logistics in European cities can be downloaded here: 
http://www.pro-e-bike.org/publications2/

For businesses the project developed various tools that can help them in development of e-bike delivery:
● Simulation tool – available in 8 languages
● PRO-E-BIKE toolkit
● Business models for successful transport of goods and passengers services with E bikes 
● Assessment of environmental impact, economic and societal competitiveness 
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This is the fifth and final newsletter of PRO- E-BIKE project that will be finalized by the end of March 2016. The 
newsletter presents the main activities and experiences within the last six months of the PRO-E-BIKE project. For access 

to all publicly available documents developed within the project, please visit our web page: www.pro-e-bike.org.

PRO-E-BIKE delivers gods and the message
There is a clear trend in European transport policy to address the negative impacts of motor transport: air quality, congestion, 
CO2 emissions, road danger and noise. Cities, and their citizens, want to see action. Logistics contributes heavily to these 
impacts, while trends such as the growth in e-commerce mean that the requirement for last mile logistics, short distance urban 
deliveries, will only grow. Cycles, including e-bikes and e-scooters, can play a significant role in a cleaner, more efficient urban 
delivery system. PRO-E-BIKE worked with 40 partners, from private and public sectors, large and small, in seven EU member 
states to test this. The project demonstrated that e-bikes were popular, efficient, reliable and – above all – saved money 
compared to the motorised alternative. Most of the participants were so impressed, they are continuing or expanding their use 
of e-bikes, after the project end-point. 

PRO-E-BIKE MESSAGE:
● Electric bikes proved to be very efficient in dense urban areas where most delivery rounds are short. 
      In many ways, and in most cases they perform better than motorised vehicles, saving money and increasing
      efficiency.
● The introduction of electric cycle logistics not only contributes to EU and national policy targets, but can
      enable cities to stand out as front runners in innovative urban policies and logistic solutions 
     - LEAD BY EXAMPLE!
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Electric vehicle roadshow in Sweden

In june 2015, EU projects PRO-E-BIKE and BEAST, 
jointly organised large electric vehicles trade fair 
Linköping. Among the participating companies were 
electric vehicle suppliers for cars and cargo bikes and 
companies with solutions for the charging 
infrastructure. The result was a continuation of 
activities through an electric vehicle roadshow held in 
autumn 2015. The road show toured in six 
municipalities where over 100 politicians and officials 
had opportunity to test the e-bikes and gained 
knowledge about how electric vehicles can replace 
fossil transportation in municipal operations. The 
interest in the roadshow is so significant, that the 
roadshow will continue in Mjölby on March 9, and 
even after the project lifetime in Finspång on 13 May.

The best of PRO-E-BIKE presented at the Urban Future conference in Graz 

More than 100 visitors to the PRO-E-BIKE exhibition heard of the successes and achievements of the project in the last 
3 years.  Among other, the following results were presented to the audience:

● 4 out of 5 of ebikes tested continued to be used after the trial period. Across the EU, ebikes are saving money and
      time, but also increasing efficiency, productivity – and in some cases, even providing new jobs. 
● As a result of pilot activities, company Croatian Post purchased 180 ebikes that replaced conventional motor
      scooter. 
● The 19 e-bikes tested by city staffers in Sweden were all adopted for delivering home care services. When 5 cities
      nearby learned of the success, they also bought e-bikes to use in their administrations. 
● In Milan, GLS, Italy’s second largest delivery company opened a new logistics centre in downtown Milan,
      replaced 6 delivery vans with 9 bikes, and hired more staff for the extra vehicles. The result was increased
     deliveries, productivity and efficiency.

 

Regional dissemination seminars

● Valencia, Spain (16 February 2016)

The seminar was a great opportunity to on the one hand disseminate PRO-E-BIKE project results and on the other hand 
to discuss about challenges that cities are facing in terms of achieving a sustainable urban mobility and logistics in which 
e-bikes (electric bikes and electric scooters) will play a major role in the future.  Different parallel sessions were 
organised in order to discuss in detail potential projects/actions to be carried out following PRO-E-BIKE approach in 
order to look for the promotion of electrical bikes and scooters for delivery of goods and passenger transport in urban 
areas. Within this ideas, the role of local authorities and the support of ICT technology for business was pointed out as 
relevant.



● Zagreb, Croatia ( 17 February 2016)

The seminar was organised on a goal to present to companies, cities, 
public institutions etc., project results and to inspire the companies to 
take necessary steps towards inclusion of e-bike delivery and services 
in their business, and cities to support this logistic concept in terms of 
policies and strategies. The seminar was also a good opportunity to 
connect e-bike producers with potential users. The toolkit and the 
simulation tool were presented and distributed to participants. 

UPCOMMING EVENTS

Regional dissemination seminar in Slovenia-24 March 2016, Maribor

The advantages and benefits of the use of electric bikes and scooters identified during the testing period in the pilot 
companies and organizations will be presented,. At the same time the participants of the seminar will have the opportunity 
to try the simulation tool, which was developed during the PRO-E-BIKE project.

Workshop for companies on how to start using e-cargobikes - 31 March 2016, Zwolle, the Netherlands
Mobycon will organize a workshop in Zwolle focussing on SME companies that might be interested to start using 
e-cargobikes. The programme includes speakers from Urban Arrow, PUURland, Cycloon (bicycle courier), Scholten 
Fietsgoed (bicycle shop), Mobycon and the city region of Zwolle - Kampen. The programme can be downloaded here 
(http://mobycon.nl/e-bakfietsworkshop.html). The city region of Zwolle - Kampen and Scholten Fietsgoed offer a 
reduction of 550 euro if companies want to buy an e-cargobike for professional use.

International Cargo Bike Festival- 16 & 17 April 2016, Nijmegen, the Netherlands
For more info and registration visit http://www.cargobikefestival.com/

If you are interested to know who are the e-bike producers and e-bike distributors in your country or in other project partner countries, 
please visit E-BIKE PLATFORM section of PRO-E-BIKE web. There you can also find an overview of webpages that offer detailed 
information about various types and models of e-bikes. More info: http://www.pro-e-bike.org/e-bike-platform/users/#

● Milan, Italy (24 February 2016)

The seminar took place with the aims of disseminating final results of PRO-E-BIKE project, giving the chance to a 
qualified panels of stakeholders to spread best practices about sustainable logistics. Different stakeholders have been 
involved in Regional Seminar: logistics companies (such as GLS-YouLog, TNT, UPS, Triclò, Quick Logistics, 
Messaggerie del Garda), companies and subjects producing e-vehicles (such as Renault, Estrima, Zehus+, Progetto 
Alpacargo), representatives of local public administrations (such as AMAT, the Agency for Mobility, Environment and 
Territory of Milan) and associations (such as the local Cyclists Federation and local commercial trade association). While 
the seminar was organized in the afternoon, in the morning a workshop organized by TRT within Cyclelogistics Ahead 
project gave the chance to discuss with some relevant stakeholders the possible use of e-bikes in the logistics field: during 
the morning workshop, Pro-E-Bike E-bike Simulation Tool has been presented by Poliedra.

At this link www.poliedra.polimi.it/materiali/in-primo-piano/regional-seminar-di-pro-e-bike/?lang=en  agenda and 
presentations (in Italian) can be downloaded
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